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My work is more than a hobby for me. It is my passion, the way I capture and celebrate
life's moments, emotions, spirit and the many facets of Reality itself
I began in Rawlins WY where I taught myself how to program images and sounds on a
Commodore 64 from articles in Computer User Magazine. My artistic development
progressed from simple 8-bit images and sounds which could not be recorded very well
yet, unless you loaded the program on the computer to designing of velvet hats and
accessories as a broader medium. I focused on print making techniques through school,
then I completed a digital imaging and printing technology college course. I worked on
developing industry standard PDF based printing systems to deliver a streamlined
process which produced consistent digital prints which met or exceeded customers
expectations awhile implementing a workflow which is now the 'industry standard'.
Through my positions at Kinko's I was a key influence on the strategy which committed
all the stores to digital equipment apposed to analog based machines. These massive
investments set the standard and environment for equipment manufactures to develop
some key standards of operation we now in-joy as common place.
Through this scope of experience I began to perceive just how that the universe can be a
platform to express my own unique interpretations of reality. I played around with several
different mediums becoming a masterful player in each one. My desire to creatively alter
our existence through visual work has brought me to a place, in my development as a
visual artist, where my beliefs transgress through who I am and into my all my creations.
All of my works are spiritually based and spiritually bound in the love, light and truth that
is. They are all clear of byproducts and centered around how I expand within the love and
light I am.
I believe in defining the natural consequences for my consciousness and this takes me to
a plane where most artist long to be, manifesting my own destiny through divinity. I want
to consciously explore all art with all creators and working together toward the common
goal of creatively uniting all Earthlings within the one we are.
EXPERIENCE
Henderson, NV, USA

Sep 2011 – Present

Seth Dennon
Visual Artist

Visual artist specializing in wood, linoleum and digital prints. 3M™ Diamond Grade™ DG³ Reflective
Sheet collage building with a limited palette. Photo-manipulation digital fine prints. Fractal-manipulation
digital fine prints. Kaleidoscopic fractal based animation visuals in HD. Fractal based animation visuals
in HD. Stop motion animation in HD.

Boston, MA, USA

Oct 2002 – Aug 2010

Dennonworks

Owner | Potentiality Engineer
Web site Design & Consultation.
Social Web Integration & Marketing.
Print Management & Solutions.
Technology Hardware & Software support.
Graphic Design & Traditional Marketing Campaigns.

Boston, MA, USA

Sep 1997 – Sep 1999

Kinko's

Assistant Manager, Technology
· Motivated and supervised 6-person team responsible for branch technology installations,
calibrations, graphic design, business printing, digital output, and customer service.
· Ranked as #1 branch location for color digital output in 10 of 12 calendar months during
first-year work performance; recognized as first branch in Boston to implement PDF
work-flow for managing digital output.
· Hired staff, wrote performance appraisals, and implemented training to optimize each
employee's personal and professional development.

EDUCATION
WA, USA

Woodinville High School

Sep 1989 – Jun 1993

High School Diploma

Seattle, WA, USA

Seattle Central Community College

Sep 1993 – Jun 1994

Digital Imaging & Printing Technology

AWARDS
1992

Washington State
Selected for Permant High School Art Collection

1987

The Seattle Times
Newspaper Carrier of the Month, June

LANGUAGES
English (Native), German (Conversational)

SKILLS
Photomanipulation, Freehand MX, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Dreamweaver CS5, Html/Css, Wordpress
Customization, Wordpress CMS, Sony Vegas Pro, FileMaker Pro, Microsoft Office, Google Analytics,
Google Adsense, Google Adwords, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Flickr, Attention To Detail, Project
Management, Research, Visual Communication, Visualising, Visual Identity, Visual Design,
Visualization, Digital Artist, Artist

LICENSED TO BE
FREE!
Seth Dennon's visual work is licensed under the
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
or send a letter to

Creative Commons
444 Castro Street, Suite 900
Mountain View, California, 94041
USA.
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